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Abstract 
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The difference in ionization loss of particles as.a functio~f 
velocity is widely used as a technique to identify the particles. 

W~ ·h.ave studied the ionization loss in gas samples an order of 
J 
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magnitude smaller than previously investigated. In order to do this we 

have developed and employed new techniques which use a longitudinal 

drift ionization d.etector and fast analog to digital conversion techniques 

which allow us to effectively sliGe a piece of track into very small samples 

by electronic means using a small prototype chamber. We have demonstrated that 

this technique can substantially improve the mass resolution capability of 

gas. particle· detectors. We have also shown that only a rather. coarse analog 

to digital converter (ADC) ~esolution is required to capture all the infor-

mation needed with the truncated mean sampling method ·we employ to determine 

the relative energy loss. 

Thus. :we conclude these new developments can substantially inc:rease 

the sensitivity of particle separation by ionization measnrP.ment".~ via gar. 

particle detectors. 

We are ~ow testing a larger ten~layer prototype which will allow us to 

op_~imize the design for a large type of test chamber which could then be 

utilized to design actual experimental measuring equipment. 
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SIGNI~!CANT RESULTS OBTAINED ; .. :~~· . . .. 

I. The analysis of the test run in the summer of 1980 was completed 
· . · ~{:wb.l,·t.) 

and published in the Reference attached. Tfie results estaLlished that with 

the small one:...layer test chamber, that we had.employed our new method of 

small electronic sampling of tracks in a longitudinal drift chamber increased 

the sensitivity for particle identification by a factor of about two. 

II. During this year we have, with the additional collaboration of a 

Univeristy of Lund group constructed a ten~layer prototypechamber 4".wide 

by 10" high with. 40 em of gas path along the beam. The purpose of this chamber 

was to allow us to apply the technique to a multi-layer model chamber which is a 

prototype of a large chamber for spectrometer experimental use. 

We developed and built ultra fast analog to digital converters (AbC's) 

to enable us to sample the drift chamber pulse shapes in 10 ns intervals 

corresponding to about 1/2 mm of .track length. 

We have run a shakedown test at BNL in a 3. 5. GeV I c ·test beams. The 

results of this test indicate that our ten-layer chamber results are 

consistent within the experimental errors with our expectations. 

A critical test of this ten-layer chamber is planned t:hls ~wtwte:r 

using a test beam at CERN (the BNL test beam will not Le available again 

till next April). This test should provide us with the necessary inform-

ation to optimize the design for the large ten-layer module we _plan to build 

as a demonstriil:ion of a practical type device using these new techniques. 
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